
CS140 Midterm Review

February 5, 2010



Details

Midterm will be held in class on Tuesday, February 9th
 

Open book and open notes (closed computing devices)
 

Covers the first 10 lectures (through February 3rd)



Lecture Topics

1. Introduction to OSes
2. Threads and processes
3. Concurrency
4. Scheduling
5. Advanced scheduling
6. Synchronization
7. Linking
8. Virtual memory (Hardware)
9. Virtual memory (OS)

10. User-level memory allocation



Operating Systems - Intro

OSes make hardware useful to the programmer
 

They provide:
Well-defined interface to the hardware (syscalls) 
Multitasking capability (for higher resource utilization)
Protection

Against resource gluttons (pre-emption)
Against malicious users (interposition, separation of 
privileges)

 
Important theme: throughput vs. fairness 



Processes

What is in a process control block?
Page directory (defines its virtual address space)
Saved registers
File descriptors
Process ID
Priority 
Pointer to the PCB of the next process to run
Accounting information (e.g. recent CPU time)

 
What happens on a context switch?

Save state into PCB (registers, address spaces...)
Reload state from PCB 



Threads

Thread: "schedulable execution context"
 

Kernel threads (1:1)
+ Can take advantage of a multiprocessor 
- Thread operations go through kernel
- Heavy-weight structures

User threads (n:1) 
+ Implement in a user-level library
+ Simple representation
- Can't take advantage of multiple CPUs
- One blocking syscall blocks all threads 

n:m threads
Need to coordinate between multiple schedulers 



Concurrency

Sequential consistency
Maintain program order on individual processors
Ensure write atomicity
Memory barriers (or fences) preserve instruction order 

Peterson's solution
Ensures mutual exclusion, progress, and bounded 
waiting, but only for 2 processes

 
Lots of synch primitives -- how to implement lower-level 
synchronization?

Disabling interrupts (only on uni-processors)
Spinlocks (need atomic read-write instructions in 
hardware, like test_and_set or xchg)



Scheduling

Metrics? Throughput, turnaround time, response time
Secondary: CPU utilization, waiting time

FCFS - simple, but many problematic cases 
Convoy effect: CPU-bound job holds processor, I/O 
devices left idle
Long job comes in before short job

SJF - minimize turnaround time, but might starve longer 
jobs

Also, needs to be able to predict the future
Round-robin - solves starvation and is responsive

Pathological case: same-size jobs
BSD priority scheduler - tunable, prevents starvation

Priorities are absolute, no donation, not as flexible as 
some advanced scheduling methods 



Advanced Scheduling

Lottery scheduling - processes get tickets, "win" CPU time
Ticket donation, compensation tickets, splitting tickets
Latencies are unpredictable

Stride scheduling - lessens error of lottery, better latency
Pass values enable this

Borrowed virtual time - also supports soft real-time threads
Effective virtual time, weight, warp factor
Context-switch allowance defines basic time quantum 

SMART - separates importance from urgency
Manages real-time and conventional tasks
Uses (priority, biased virtual finishing time) tuple 



Synchronization

Shared locks - e.g. allow concurrent readers or one writer
Useful, but someone might starve

Implement these with spinlocks, but traditional spinlocks can 
be expensive on multiprocessors (bus traffic) 
Two ideas: avoid locks altogether or use a better spinlock

Non-blocking synchronization, e.g. compare-and-swap
Mellor-Crummey Scott lock (spins on local memory)

Kernel locking construct: futex
User-level lock that only invokes the kernel when there is 
contention on the lock

Deadlock - 4 conditions
Mutual exclusion, no preemption, hold and wait, and 
cycle in the graph of requests 



Linking

Compiler produces:
Symbolic references to external data/functions
Table of locally defined data/functions

Linker
Pass 1: Arrange segments in memory
Pass 2: Patch addresses (relocate, replace symbols)

Static vs Dynamic Linking?

Where do code, data, stack segments come from?



Virtual Memory HW

Segmentation (base + bounds registers)
Simple
External fragmentation, Not transparent

Paging
Transparent
Internal fragmentation
TLB caches recent page table entries

x86 page translation



Virtual Memory OS

More virtual memory than physical memory
Save unused virtual pages to disk

Least recently used page replacement
Clock algorithm

Global vs Local allocation

Thrashing
Working Set



Memory Allocation

Main Problem: Fragmentation
Different lifetimes, different sizes

Main Decision: Placement
There will always be pathological cases
Best fit
First fit

Fault Resumption

Garbage Collection


